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Calico
The Galactic Empire has fallen, In its wake two new governments have risen, The
Republic Empire, rulers of the inner systems, And the Order of the Empire, that
controls the outer rim. These two governments live in an uneasy alliance. The Jedi
Order has been reestablished as peace keepers, between the two governing
systems of the galaxy. Though the Jedi Order exist, the Jedi live in scattered
groups, Each group establishing its own temple and their own laws. The Jedi only
answer to their Grand Masters and the Governments they serve. Planetary systems
live in chaos as the two governments fight for territory. While the Republic Empire
prefers diplomacy, The Order of the Empire refers planetary occupation and
Favoritism of influential citizens to control the planets in their territory. Civil war
looms on the horizon, Can the scattered and disjointed Jedi Order restore peace,
Before it is too late

England, My England
It seemed like a simple job—guide Josh and Sarah to Bow Ridge to live with their
aunt until they reached their 18th birthday. It was what their aunt Rebecca
wanted, and the best choice Calico Ramsey thought he could make. But someone
wants them dead, which makes no sense to Calico. Neither do the feelings aroused
by the nearness of the handsome young man from Chicago—feelings that seem to
be returned.

Haroun and the Sea of Stories
CMJ New Music Report is the primary source for exclusive charts of non-commercial
and college radio airplay and independent and trend-forward retail sales. CMJ's
trade publication, compiles playlists for college and non-commercial stations; often
a prelude to larger success.

Glory
Glory is a two-hundred volume long song and poem of praise and worship to God
and to the saving grace of Jesus Christ, it is for praise and thankfulness, for
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gratefulness and our complete adoration for the King of Heaven, the creator of our
souls. May we always praise Him and give thanks here and now and in Heaven
within eternity. God inspires me to write every day, I try to write whenever I can,
He has put on my heart that I should do whatever I can to write and praise Him in
my writings, these writings are no my own but God's, He has done all the inspiring
and given me the strength and life to write what I have, he gives my fingers the
strength to go on and write more and express my soul and heart, he is life. Let us
continue to be inspired by Him every day and be encouraged through His word of
life, the Bible, let us continue to read and express the love that is within the Bible,
the truth and mercy and compassion, the forgiveness and justice.

Gray's Shadow
The essential biography of one of music's most influential icons: Lou Reed As lead
singer and songwriter for the Velvet Underground and a renowned solo artist, Lou
Reed invented alternative rock. His music, at once a source of transcendent beauty
and coruscating noise, violated all definitions of genre while speaking to millions of
fans and inspiring generations of musicians. But while his iconic status may be
fixed, the man himself was anything but. Lou Reed's life was a transformer's
odyssey. Eternally restless and endlessly hungry for new experiences, Reed
reinvented his persona, his sound, even his sexuality time and again. A man of
contradictions and extremes, he was fiercely independent yet afraid of being
alone, artistically fearless yet deeply paranoid, eager for commercial success yet
disdainful of his own triumphs. Channeling his jagged energy and literary
sensibility into classic songs - like "Walk on the Wild Side" and "Sweet Jane" - and
radically experimental albums alike, Reed remained desperately true to his artistic
vision, wherever it led him. Now, just a few years after Reed's death, Rolling Stone
writer Anthony DeCurtis, who knew Reed and interviewed him extensively, tells the
provocative story of his complex and chameleonic life. With unparalleled access to
dozens of Reed's friends, family, and collaborators, DeCurtis tracks Reed's fivedecade career through the accounts of those who knew him and through Reed's
most revealing testimony, his music. We travel deep into his defiantly
subterranean world, enter the studio as the Velvet Underground record their
groundbreaking work, and revel in Reed's relationships with such legendary figures
as Andy Warhol, David Bowie, and Laurie Anderson. Gritty, intimate, and
unflinching, Lou Reed is an illuminating tribute to one of the most incendiary artists
of our time.

The Grey Album
For Steve Grey growing up, abuse and uncertainty was all he ever knew. Pulled out
of a difficult family upbringing when he was only a child, Steve jumped from
children's home to children's home, rarely ever escaping the after-effects of the
trauma that defined much of his early years. Unfortunately, the type of suffering
Grey endured doesn't just get to be wiped away, as Switch Back examines how his
childhood abuse also manifested itself in his adult life in ways he could have never
imagined. In a personal collection of memoirs, Grey recites the most pivotal
moments of his challenging upbringing, focusing on the developments that
occurred from childhood, and the reverberations that are still felt to this very day.
Through musings and reflections, the heart-breaking story of Switch Back delves
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into some of the darkest times of Grey's life, yet the optimism in which these
traumatic episodes are discussed makes for a truly inspirational tale of personal
drive and discovery. With Switch Back, author Steve Grey dives deep into
harrowing personal experiences, offering insight for those who may have suffered
through similar episodes. While difficult to overcome at the time, Grey has since
moved past the memories that haunted him in much of his developing life, with a
new-found goal to use those same experiences to make sure abuse like this never
happens again. With this novel, Grey offers a hand to anyone who has found
themselves in a similar situation, primed with one key message in particular: you
are not alone.

Tin House Special 50th Issue: Beauty
Vowing to return to his father--the city storyteller--his lost gift of speech, Haroun
begins a quest that introduces him to a mad bus driver, the Shadow Warriors, and
the land of darkness.

Secret Funding
Book 1 of 3- A contemporary fiction novel that touches on many different genresfantasy, suspense, historical and more. Great for YA/Adult readers. This book is
filled with thought provoking imagery that will change your view of people in your
life. Books 2 & 3 to be released soon. If you had the ability to change someone's
fate would you? Excerpt: Vivid dreams plagued me throughout the night; I could
only vaguely remember the earlier ones, but the last nightmare had woken me
abruptly this morning leaving me gasping for air. It had started simply enough, I
was walking through a long meadow, my hands outstretched, brushing the waist
high grass. The sun was warm on my face. It was summertime, and I wore a thin
blue cotton dress adorned with tiny white flowers, wide straps across my
shoulders, the material tickling my calves. My hair was long and caught in a warm
breeze, the chocolate brown tendrils spinning like a kite tail behind me. Gabriel
materialized in the field, his blue eyes matching the bright sky. His smile was
mesmerizing, his skin glowing. It was a radiant shine that brightened the day even
more. He wore brown pants and a plain white cotton shirt with no collar that was
open at the throat as if the clothes were from a different time. When I noticed him,
his hands reached for me. I started towards his direction, slowly at first and then
picking up speed. The grass swished around me, and it was soft under my bare
feet. The faster I went the further away he was. He encouraged me, "Run, Jenna." I
smiled and tried to sprint. My foot became tangled in the grass, and I spilled
forward, twisting, and the meadow cushioned my fall. He was beside me in an
instant, catching my head before it hit the earth. His right hand grabbed mine,
clutching it to his chest in a tender embrace. Gabriel's face was over the top of
mine, a concerned worry pulling his mouth into a frown. I dissolved into a fit of
giggles, and he laughed with me. He stared at me with such a longing; I shivered
even now. Gabriel's expression became serious, and before I could question him,
he kissed me. I relished his warm lips as they push against mine, capturing the
moment like a photograph in my head. He pressed harder and then pulled away
quickly. When I opened my eyes his gaze was still upon me, but his features were
now dark, and his crystal irises clouded with worry. He whispered, "Run, Jenna."
Suddenly I found the pasture empty; Gabriel was nowhere in sight and in my hand
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there was a strange coin. Frightened, I tried to shout for him, but I couldn't form
any words. The green grass suddenly faded to grey and then to bare dirt.
Surveying my surroundings, I was shocked to find that I was in the middle of a
cemetery with tombstones sticking at awkward angles out of the ground. A scream
froze in my throat as I stumbled to my feet. My dress was dirty, and my feet caked
with soil. I stumbled along, angry raindrops falling from a threatening sky. The field
was filled with hundreds of memorials, and I ran, weaving between them, careful
not to touch a single granite stone. Ahead of me was a large tree, thick and black,
ominous. Under it, I could barely make out a figure in the pouring rain. As I got
closer, I swore it was my father's stature, facing away from me. I moved towards it,
trying to make it to safety as lightning cracked overhead. Mud flung from my feet,
leaving spotted dots on my dress but I didn't care. My slick, dirty hand grasped the
token, my hair now soaked. I came to stop outside of the perimeter of the tree, a
distinct line between wet and dry, like a waterfall with shelter behind it. I stood
trembling, the rain coming down in sheets, the body just out of reach. I took a
breath and reached through the water curtain touching the person's arm. As they
turned, I gasped

The Zombies of Mesmer
When strange accidents start happening around thirteen year-old necromancer
Ennara and her friends, she must search for the mysterious stolen artifacts causing
the attacks while learning the highest form of magic—the spells that could prevent
the fruition of a terrible prophecy.

Red and Broken
In our increasingly mediated society, where joy is self-conscious and tweeted about
as it is happening, is it possible for the genuinely ecstatic experience? From
religious to chemically induced, from biochemical analysis to attempts to capture
the ineffable, our issue on the ecstatic will feature poetry, fiction, and essays
addressing the ecstatic and its counterparts ? the comedown and ecstasy
thwarted, whether by internal or external means. "Tin House" is a beautifully
designed periodical that features the best writers of our time alongside a new
generation of talent poised to become the most important voices of the future.
Content includes short stories, profiles, author interviews, poetry, essays, and
unique departments such as Lost and Found, in which writers review overlooked or
underrated books, and Blithe Spirits and Readable Feast, which present tales and
recipes for drinks and food in a literary way.

The Grey Line
CMJ New Music Report
I've spent the last year cleaning up the mess Percy left after his failed coup. It isn't
glamorous, but it's a job, and it pays well enough. Percy altered the Cure in a way
to make it easier to create his little vampire army, but his new vampires have
attitude problems and are worse at playing by the rules than I am, and they are
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the mess I'm trying to clean up. No biggie, I'm pretty good at that kind of
housecleaning. The only problem is that someone called the cops on Percy's little
house party. Homeland Security got hold of the new and improved Cure, made
their own vampire anti-terrorist unit, and dropped them into freaking Yemen. Like
most ill-conceived government projects, this one went bad real fast, and guess
who has to fix it? Now I have to I have to hunt down and kill these rogue vampires,
take on the U.S. government, and destroy all evidence of our existence. And, oh
yeah, there's a freaking bomb in my head!

The Grey Code
Tin Houseis a beautifully designed periodical that features the best writers of our
time alongside a new generation of talent poised to become the most important
voices of the future. For the special 50th issue, Tin House has some fun with the
idea of beauty, providing personal takes on what is "beautiful." The issue
showcases fiction, poetry, and nonfiction that confront the notions of beauty across
cultures, economic strata, genders, and races. What is beauty? What is art? Think
of Francis Bacon: "There is no excellent beauty that hath not some strangeness in
the proportion." This new issue also includes pieces that look into the marketing of
beauty, and how notions of beauty are used to create celebrity, and at the same
time to marginalize and exclude. Content includes unique departments such as
"Lost and Found," in which writers review overlooked or underrated books, and
"Blithe Spirits" and "Readable Feast," which present tales and recipes for drinks
and food in a literary way.

Into the Light
A novel, written in 1917-18, which chronicles family relationships during World War
I.

Etude
--- There can be no shadow without the man to cast it. --- Gray. Lost his twin. Will
never be complete. Works alone. Shadow. Monster? Human? Exists to be Gray

Jung's Map of the Soul
As a child, Hyeri's uncle tortured her. Years after escaping his brutal touch, she
discovers a secret organization of vampires and joins the ranks of the undead.
Gaining supernatural strength and speed, she seeks one thing: revenge.When
Hyeri unleashes her decades-old hatred upon her uncle, she's interrupted by a
vampire enforcer who seeks to apprehend her for breaking company protocol and
revealing her vampiric nature to mortals.Hyeri fends off the assassin, but an errant
attack wounds her uncle, and the vampires glimpse an evil that has taken refuge
inside of him. The darkness desires to remain unknown and plots to silence them
both.Forced to combine their abilities, the vampire duo sharpen their swords and
gorge on blood to increase their strength. Can they withstand the onslaught of
Hyeri's uncle, The Gray Man of Smoke and Shadows?Before they can find out,
someone else stumbles onto their path. Someone with abilities they have never
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seen. This strange being, full of rage and vengeance, is hell-bent on destruction.
But who will be his target?Find out in Volume II of the Vampire Series of Extreme
Horror based in South Korea.

The Gray Man of Smoke and Shadows
A monthly journal for the musician, the music student, and all music lovers.

Sacred Mirrors
Follow Nicole Knickerbocker Hawthorn (Nickie Nick) as she discovers her destiny as
The Protector, a powerful vampire hunter. Ashe, a dark and mysterious stranger,
helps Nickie and her friends solve the mystery behind several bizarre
disappearances. Suitable for teens, enjoyed by adults, the story is full of
interesting steampunk gadgets, mad scientists, bloodthirsty vampires, and
mesmerized zombies. This paranormal adventure is sure to appeal to fans of
Boneshaker, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and the Vampire Diaries. The Zombies of
Mesmer is a Gothic Young Adult Paranormal Romance novel set in Victorian
London.

MicroBionic: Radical Electronic Music and Sound Art in the 21st
Century
Maggie Whitaker decides to forego college to work in her family-run jewelry shop.
She becomes entangled with a mysterious John Doe.

A Little Bit of Grey
Charlie is an 8 year old boy who lives by the beach and loves exploring the
coastline. He follows his intuition to discover a whale swimming at the end of the
jetty near his home. Captivated by this huge cetacean, he wants to learn more
about life in the sea. Charlie dreams with Grandmother Whale, exploring the
fascinating underwater world where she shares facts about marine life. Charlie's
dad teaches him to surf and Old Mike, the retired fisherman, teaches him about
whales. Charlie develops a deeper awareness of our place in nature and senses the
powerful force within our own hearts.--Publisher.

Helm of Shadows
Micro Bionic is an exciting survey of electronic music and sound art from cultural
critic and mixed-media artist Thomas Bey William Bailey. This superior revised
edition includes all of the original supplements neglected by the publishers of the
first edition, including a full index, bibliography, additional notes / commentary and
an updated discography. As the title suggests, the unifying theme of the book is
that of musicians and sound artists taking bold leaps forward in spite of (or
sometimes because of) their financial, technological, and social restrictions. Some
symptoms of this condition include the gigantic discography amassed by the oneman project Merzbow, the drama of silence enacted by onkyo and New Berlin
Minimalism, the annihilating noise transmitted from the humble laptop computers
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of Russell Haswell and Peter Rehberg and much more besides. Although the
journey begins in the Industrial 1980s, in order to trace how the innovations of that
period have gained greater currency in the present, it surveys a wide array of
artists breaking ground in the 21st century with radical attitudes and techniques. A
healthy amount of global travel and concentrated listening have combined to make
this a sophisticated yet accessible document, unafraid to explore both the
transgressive extremes of this culture and the more deftly concealed interstices
thereof. Part historical document, part survival manual for the marginalized
electronic musician, part sociological investigation, Micro Bionic is a number of
different things, and as such will likely generate a variety of reactions from
inspiration to offense. Numerous exclusive interviews with leading lights of the
field were also conducted for this book: William Bennett (Whitehouse), Peter
Christopherson (r.i.p., Throbbing Gristle / Coil), Peter Rehberg, John Duncan,
Francisco Lopez, Carl Michael von Hausswolff, Bob Ostertag, Zbigniew Karkowski
and many others weigh in with a diversity of thoughts and opinions that
underscore the incredible diversity to be found within new electronic music itself."

Gray
Angie is stranded in a strange town without a car, money or even her cell phone.
Luckily, her sister sends Blayne to the rescue. Angie is expecting a ride and maybe
a shoulder to cry on-and then she meets her rescuer. After seeing his gorgeous
face and muscular body, Angie can't decide what sort of ride she wants him to give
her. Before she can make up her mind, all hell breaks loose. Suddenly Blayne is
battling another man with flashes of light and both men are teleporting, as if space
alone can't contain them. When a dangerous enemy plants a tracker on Angie, the
only choice Blayne has is to take her off-world. If they return to the Mystic Militia, it
will reveal the location of their ship to the enemy. She's been targeted by the
Shadow Assassins because of her latent abilities. He must release her gifts and
teach her how to control them before they return to Earth. The only problem is, he
can't seem to think of her as an apprentice. Their attraction is mutual,
instantaneous and intense. He has vowed to keep her safe, yet his good intentions
evaporate the moment his lips meet hers. Note to Readers: This book contains
detailed descriptions of sizzling passion only suitable for mature readers. From
Cyndi: This story picks up where "Mystic Militia" left off and it delves more deeply
into the Shadow Assassin conflict. It's not necessary to read the books in order, but
it's more fun if you do. These books have a more contemporary feel than the
"Beyond Ontariese" series. They are definitely steamy romances, and even though
they're set in Las Vegas, you'll find many sci-fi and fantasy themes. Enjoy!

Whitehorse Peak
Sarah Weisman keeps running away from her feelings; to a college far away to
avoid her high school crush, then back home to avoid her first love All she wants
now is to study, keep her head down, and ignore the feelings she keeps having for
the wrong gender. So when she meets Letty Ortiz, an animal activist, outspoken
lesbian who catches her eyes at first glance, she knows she should run again. But
she doesn't. As they get to know each other, Sarah is once again faced with
conflicting emotionsbut while she's coming to terms with her feelings for Lettythe
Latino woman is now the one confused. What if she had another agenda? Could
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she still get on with it? And would Sarah survive the betrayal?

Switch Back
More than a mere overview, the book offers readers a strong grounding in the
basic principles of Jung's analytical psychology in addition to illuminating insights.

Alpha Hunter
Bilbo’s Last Song is considered by many to be Tolkien’s epilogue to his classic work
The Lord of the Rings. As Bilbo Baggins takes his final voyage to the Undying
Lands, he must say goodbye to Middle-earth. Poignant and lyrical, the song is both
a longing to set forth on his ultimate journey and a tender farewell to friends left
behind. Pauline Baynes’s jewel-like illustrations lushly depict both this final voyage
and scenes from The Hobbit, as Bilbo remembers his first journey while he
prepares for his last.

Tin House
The Nymph's Oath, curse or blessing? A yearly ritual where all nymph kind will go
into heat, sending their sexual hormones into overdrive, but there's a catch. If the
females are not mated by the time they reach the age of thirty, they die tragically.
For years, Rose has been dreaming the same intimate dream with two men, only to
wake up alone. Time is running out for her as the Oath quickly approaches, a death
sentence reigning above her head. Two men on a mission. Trent and Kraven are so
close to finding their mate they can almost taste her. But will they be able to claim
the woman that they were destined to be mated with? Or will it all be in vain A lost
cause.

Riverine
The picture in the book that shows the Violet Sphere that I am holding in my hands
contains the Frequencies and the Keys that will become the Merkaba Crystal Space
Ship to carry the Cosmic Twins back to Tara, Gaia and beyond. The Violet Sphere
was created by following the directions of the Elohim Angels and the Sirian Council.
The picture was taken during the moment of the Stellar Wave Infusion of the Violet
Wave from Sun Alcyone and the Stellar Wave Activation of the Sirian Spiral in
2008. The Stellar Waves activated our 5 DNA and began the initiation of the 12
subharmonics into the 6 DNA. Dr. Barnett shows herself holding the Violet Sphere
that identifies her as a Violet Flame Holder. She uses this picture to explain to
others how it is that this Violet Sphere of Plasma is the exact substance that our
Normal Spiritual Body is made of and how it will be the actual absorption of this
light and sound energy from these plasma balls that transforms our bodies into
light. The Cosmic Twins came to Earth to tune the Earth into the Music of the
Spheres by bringing the Highest Frequencies to Earth through music. The
Ascension Portal - that the Cosmic Twins at this very time assisted in - for the Fifth
Dimensional Dolphins allowed them to ascend into their Sixth Dimensional Bodies
in the Cloud Cities during the moment of this picture of the Violet Sphere. Dr.
Barnett is truly the Doctor of DNA. She explains how the etheric sub harmonics of
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the DNA strands are not something that can be seen with the doctor's
microscopes. The DNA braids together the Consciousness of the Individual between
the Harmonic Universes which carry specific Frequency Signatures of the
Individual's Consciousness in different Frequency Ranges of Density. The higher
the Frequency is, the less density is in the reality. When the Consciousness is
braided into the 12th Dimensional Realm, there is zero density. This 12th
Dimensional Frequency is the Resonance that is needed lock the human
consciousness into oneness with the Human Angelic Consciousness of this Human
Race Line's origins. The Kingdom of Heaven is being brought to Earth through
Music. It is the Music of the Spheres dancing to a new rhythm. As the Frequency
Music weaves this Consciousness into the Earth's Biosphere it becomes available
for each individual to Inhale the Light and Sound into their own DNA and neuronet
system. Absolute evidence of the True Divinity and Sovereignty of the Man who
has activated 12 DNA sub harmonic strands into each of the 5 DNA. The power of
immortality is revealed through the Music of the Spheres raising Man back into His
Normal Reality. Dr. Barnett explains how she was trained by a group of Elohim
Angels to bring the highest frequencies of Consciousness to Earth through Music.
She shows how she uses that formula in creating the Frequency Music that can be
hear and purchased at her website, crystalmagicorchestra.com. This Extraordinary,
True and Accurate revelation of how the Resurrection was performed by the Elohim
Angels through the Holograms they created in the Jesus and Mary Story. This exact
same process of Raising the Dead into Eternal Life was revealed once again
through the shocking story of one man who had his body completely mutated by
three ten ton trucks hitting his body on the freeway and five more cars running
over his body before the traffic could be stopped. The body of "aDolphino" had
been possessed by three demonic entities called the FAtale that the Grey Zeta
Rigelians had prepared the interdimensional passage for. This Actual Event
occurred to show that everything the Guardians taught as the Keylontic Science of
the Music of the Stars is an absolute reality. This magical light and the magical
sound that comes from the formula given by the Angels is the Creation Substance
that we will all be learning to use as our new Prana and Manna of Manifestation.
The story of the Cosmic Twins is what the Elohims told us was their new Jesus and
Mary story.

Darker the Shadow
*Finalist for the 2012 National Book Critics Circle Award for Criticism* *A Publishers
Weekly Top 10 Literary Criticism and Essays Pick for Spring 2012* The Grey Album,
the first work of prose by the brilliant poet Kevin Young, winner of the Graywolf
Press Nonfiction Prize Taking its title from Danger Mouse's pioneering mashup of
Jay-Z's The Black Album and the Beatles' The White Album, Kevin Young's
encyclopedic book combines essay, cultural criticism, and lyrical choruses to
illustrate the African American tradition of lying—storytelling, telling tales, fibbing,
improvising, "jazzing." What emerges is a persuasive argument for the many ways
that African American culture is American culture, and for the centrality of art—and
artfulness—to our daily life. Moving from gospel to soul, funk to freestyle, Young
sifts through the shadows, the bootleg, the remix, the grey areas of our history,
literature, and music.

Shadows Gray
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Includes music.

The Etude
Longlisted for the National Book Award for Nonfiction “There Kevin Young goes
again, giving us books we greatly need, cleverly disguised as books we merely
want. Unexpectedly essential.”—Marlon James Award-winning poet and critic Kevin
Young tours us through a rogue’s gallery of hoaxers, plagiarists, forgers, and
fakers—from the humbug of P. T. Barnum and Edgar Allan Poe to the unrepentant
bunk of JT LeRoy and Donald J. Trump. Bunk traces the history of the hoax as a
peculiarly American phenomenon, examining what motivates hucksters and makes
the rest of us so gullible. Disturbingly, Young finds that fakery is woven from
stereotype and suspicion, race being the most insidious American hoax of all. He
chronicles how Barnum came to fame by displaying figures like Joice Heth, a black
woman whom he pretended was the 161-year-old nursemaid to George
Washington, and What Is It?, an African American man Barnum professed was a
newly discovered missing link in evolution. Bunk then turns to the hoaxing of
history and the ways that forgers, plagiarists, and journalistic fakers invent
backstories and falsehoods to sell us lies about themselves and about the world in
our own time, from pretend Native Americans Grey Owl and Nasdijj to the deadly
imposture of Clark Rockefeller, from the made-up memoirs of James Frey to the
identity theft of Rachel Dolezal. In this brilliant and timely work, Young asks what it
means to live in a post-factual world of “truthiness” where everything is up for
interpretation and everyone is subject to a pervasive cynicism that damages our
ideas of reality, fact, and art.

Bunk
Eighteen year olds often have problems, especially those who move around a lot.
Sonnet Gray is not your typical eighteen year old. When her family moves, they
don't move to new towns, they move to new centuries. She and her family are
members of the Lost; a group of time travelers who have no control over when and
where their journeys take them.

The Little folks' holiday album
"Not all wars are fought overseas." Alice Delaney is invisible, or so she thinks.
Trauma and pain have made her withdraw from those around her. She watches life
play out through her window, but isn't really living. When therapy just isn't helping,
where else can Alice turn? A veteran-turned-attorney, Josh Marcus has sworn to
uphold justice for the victims he represents. It's the only way he knows how to
calm the guilt from the injustice he saw on the front lines. His real battle, though how does he help the girl who doesn't come to him for legal help? As compatriots
suffering from PTSD, Alice and Josh turn to unconventional means that help them
cope with the trauma in their pasts. Reader Advisory: this book contains scenes of
BDSM, adult sexuality, flogging and sadomasochism.

Blood Conspiracy
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This vintage book contains D. H. Lawrence’s 1922 collection of short stories,
entitled "England, My England". Written between 1913 and 1921, many of the
stories revolve around war and will appeal to those with an interest in related
literature. The stories of this collection include: “England, My England”, “Tickets,
Please”, “The Blind Man”, “Monkey Nuts”, “Wintry Peacock”, “You Touched Me”,
“Samson and Delilah”, “The Primrose Path”, “The Horse Dealer’s Daughter”,
“Fanny and Annie”, and more. David Herbert Richards Lawrence (1885 - 1930) was
a seminal English novelist, poet, essayist, playwright, and literary critic. Many
vintage texts such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive, and it is with this
in mind that we are republishing this book now, in an affordable, high-quality,
modern edition. It comes complete with a specially commissioned biography of the
author.

Saint's Progress
This unique series of paintings takes the viewer on a graphic, visionary journey
through the physical, metaphysical, and spiritual anatomy of the self. From
anatomically correct rendering of the body systems, Grey moves to the
spiritual/energetic systems with such images as "Universal Mind Lattice,"
envisioning the sacred and esoteric symbolism of the body and the forces that
define its living field of energy. Includes essays on the significance of Grey's work
by Ken Wilber, the eminent transpersonal psychologist, and by the noted New York
art critic, Carlo McCormick.

Charlie and the Whale
Wyjec, a slave to the Masters of Sothcar, refuses to die. Pendr, an apprentice
blacksmith to his father, fights so others can live. Neither of them expects their
destinies to intertwine in a battle to either destroy or save their world. "Morgan
spins a page-turning web of adventure with a diverse cast of young characters. It
will shock and intrigue fans of his Bariwon fantasy series." --Sterling R. Walker,
Author of The Orphan Ship Trilogy "A fascinating and intricately woven new world.
Fantasy at its best!"--Jandy Salguero, Author of The Sending "Morgan has done it
once again-succeeded in weaving a multithreaded tale that draws the reader into
another world. A thoroughly enjoyable read."--Author Randy McNeely

Bilbo's Last Song
Lou Reed
The Grey Line: Modern Corporate Espionage and Counterintelligence offers a
unique look beyond the veil of absolute secrecy which has surrounded the world of
private intelligence since its inception. Corporate espionage is an inescapable
reality of the modern global business world. Privately run intelligence operations
are increasingly being targeted against individual's personal information as well as
companies of all sizes. The Grey Line is the comprehensive examination of how
modern day private sector spies operate, who they target, how they penetrate
secure systems and subvert vulnerable employees. The book provides invaluable
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resources to use in deterring and defeating corporate spies. Never before has the
subject of private intelligence been covered in such detail.

12 DNA Music of the Spheres Ascension Program from the
Cosmic Twins Diary with Keys to the Universe
Synopsis - Young, handsome, sometimes cruel. Noah Kress is a hardened broker,
skilled enough to bring success to his company and determined to face the evergrowing challenges of the venture capital market. In his private life he is Master
Noah, a very popular dominator at the Circle, one of the most exclusive private
clubs in Boston. For him, at work as well as in the dungeon, people and events are
just variables to be interpreted, numbers to be broken down, combinations to
consider and evaluate. But when the latest, most difficult deal threatens to make
his company sink without trace, his only chance seems to be the large investment
fund managed by the mysterious Martin Scheer. And in order to provide credit,
Martin demands a very special guarantee. For both of them it's just business. Yet,
what was supposed to be a mere contract might just shatter the perfect surface of
their lives. And will talented player Noah be willing to gamble following brand new
rules? Due to m/m mature content, this book is recommended for an adult
audience.

The Nymph's Oath
"Versions of small portions of these essays have appeared in Sundog lit, Tampa
review, Hippocampus, and Essay daily"--Acknowledgmentes.

Ennara and the Book of Shadows
On the borderlands of the Kingdom of Deran, a young forest scout named Dar
Cabot fights off an attack by goblin warriors and finds the ruins of a village, its
homes burned and people slain. Eager for justice for the townsfolk, he enlists the
help of an unlikely combination of allies: a halfling spy with a hidden past, the
adopted son of a famous wizard, two half-elven sisters from a enemy land, a
widowed priestess of the Elven god and a seemingly laid-back warrior with secrets
of his own. Together the new-found companions battle against the shadowy cult of
the Ja'al and its inhuman allies in the dark caverns and green woodlands of the
frontier. Their search leads them on a journey to powerful magic, long-lost ruins,
and chilling discoveries of evils from a bygone age. Dogged by an ancient
prophecy that seems to call them out by name, the companions find friendship,
romance, intrigue, and startling revelations as they race against time to thwart the
Ja'al plans and solve the mystery of Whitehorse Peak.
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